MINERAL GOVERNANCE
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SETTING A LEGAL AND POLICY
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in mineral governance, including transparency, gender issues and institutional and legal frameworks.

Projekt-Consult has 40 years of professional experience and from over 50
mining countries. This helped us developing adequate strategic, policy and
legal frameworks as a premise for long-term and sustainable mining sector
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In 40 years of technical assistance, the following specific services for
improving governance in the mineral sector have evolved:

LICENSING PROCEDURES
The Projekt-Consult team assists public partners at the national, regional
and local level with titling and licensing of mining operations. With a
particular focus on the small-scale mining sector, we address the stipulations of mining laws, environmental and labor laws and other relevant
regulations, and we liaise between public and private partners.

STANDARDS FOR RESPONSIBLE MINING PRACTICE
Projekt-Consult supports governments, donor agencies, and the private
sector in outlining programs and measures to establish best practices
in traceability, accountability, social and human rights standards, labor
conditions, occupational health and safety as well as environmental management and community relations. We support companies in complying
with national and international, legal and ethical standards. This includes
audits and support during certification processes.

SUPERVISION OF OPERATIONS
In this field, our experts strengthen public institutions such as inspection
services, mines rescue services or environmental boards related to the supervision of mining operations. We empower them to implement national and
regional laws and regulations. A special focus is on occupational health and
safety, environmental compliance and legalization of operations.

mine tailings as well as re-assessing the economic viability of investment
opportunities. In combination with partner geo-surveys, respective data are

MANAGEMENT OF MINING REVENUES

further processed in project profiles and packaged for investors. This assists

Supporting ministries of finance, audit institutions and tax authorities at

our partners in providing the private sector with relevant and demand-

the national and sub-national level is one of the major business fields of

oriented geo-data.

GFA Consulting Group. In mining countries, GFA public finance experts
cooperate with mining specialists from Projekt-Consult in a broad range of
services that respond to the specific needs of cooperation partners.

DOMESTIC ECONOMIC LINKAGES
In order to exploit the powerful potential of mining for inclusive economic
development it is essential to add domestic value to mineral exploitation

GEO-DATA

and to embed mining operations into local and regional economic contexts.

We support geo-sector institutions in partner countries in providing advice

We support the formulation of national strategies for the promotion of local

and training related to upgrading geological information on deposits and

content in the mining sector, and we provide assistance in extending domestic value chains and in creating linkages between local companies and
mining operators. Our services range from collection and analysis of data on
local suppliers, subcontractors and potential economic niches in mining areas,
to access to finance services and support to domestic mineral processing.

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING
One of our key competencies is the promotion of mineral trade in line with
current due diligence standards, and compliance with legal and ethical
norms. This includes the development and formulation of related guidelines at producing and importing country level, auditing and assistance to
certification. We also contribute to international responsible mineral trade
discussion fora such as the OECD working group on “Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict Affected and
High-Risk Areas”.

PROJECT REFERENCES
DEVELOPMENT OF A MAURITANIAN MINING
STRATEGY, GIZ, 2017-2018
Projekt-Consult developed a comprehensive conceptual report and operation plan for the development of the national mining strategy, aligned with
the country’s development framework and the strategic axes of the African
Mining Vision. An operation plan specified and prioritized the activities
relevant for the development of the Mauritanian mining sector. It encompassed the geological potential, governance and mineral economics, fiscal
aspects, legal and regulatory framework, environment and work safety, and
institutional capacity building. Also artisanal gold mining, its role and main
issues, such as formalization were comprehensively considered.

STRATEGIC DIALOGUE ON SUSTAINABLE RAW
MATERIALS FOR EUROPE (STRADE), EU, 2016-2018
Using a dialogue-based approach, the project brought together govern-

STRENGTHENING LOCAL CONTENT AND WOMEN
EMPLOYABILITY IN MALI, GIZ, 2017-2019

ments, industry and civil society to formulate policy recommendations for
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an innovative European strategy on future EU mineral raw-material sup-
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3. strengthening the European raw-materials sector.

fered, among others.

TRAINING FOR CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS IN
IVORY COAST ON GOOD RESOURCE GOVERNANCE,
GIZ, 2017-2018
The objective of the project was to empower CSOs in Côte d’Ivoire to
fulfil their advocacy role for better governance in the extractive sector.
Projekt-Consult has produced an easy-to-use training program to train
CSO members with non-technical training in mining on topics related to
mining governance, adapted to the Ivorian context (legal, institutional,
geological, etc.) and has organized training on this basis. A total of 66
people were trained in mining governance issues during five training
courses and approximately 150 people were sensitized.
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